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WestWater Launches Price Performance Index
for Water Rights
Every developed market relies on some type of
market index. Examples of leading indices tracking
the movement of market prices include the Dow
Jones Industrial Average, WTI Oil Index, and the
S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index. WestWater is
adding to that list with the launch of the Water
Rights Price Index (WRPIx).
The WRPIx uses WestWater’s extensive database
of water market transactions to track a composite
of prices from 14 major and secondary water
rights markets within the western United States.
The WRPIx provides investors with a performance
benchmark for the emerging water rights market.
More fundamental to market development, the
WRPIx is designed to provide the following benefits:

1

Prices convey information about relative
scarcity. Prices rise as shortage intensifies, and vice
versa. Thus, the WRPIx effectively quantifies changes
in the level of western water scarcity over time.

2

Information on historic performance of
water right values is unavailable in many markets.
Price data is often limited to anecdotal evidence and
speculation. Incomplete price information impedes
water market participants’ ability to appropriately
allocate resources, make informed acquisition
decisions, and manage water supply portfolios to
maximize returns. By enabling analysis of water
right value performance over time and comparison
of water rights to alternative investments, the WRPIx
helps to fill this information gap.

3

Water rights are a critical input to
water-intensive industry, agriculture, land
development, and water utility service across the
western US. The cost associated with securing
water sources is influencing the cost of goods
and services originating in the region. The WRPIx
provides a regional measure of fluctuations in

the cost of living and inflation by estimating
changes in the general price level for this
necessary factor of production.

mechanism to accommodate urban growth by
reallocating water resources to higher-value uses
through transactions among willing parties.

This issue of the Water Market Insider reports
the index numbers for 2002-2010. For the
benefit of water market participants, the
WRPIx is used to compare water right value
performance and volatility to more traditional
alternative investments.

Private Investment: The
Latest Development in
Water Rights Markets

Markets Emerge
for Water Rights
In the western United States, rapid growth in watershort regions, along with defined and transferable
entitlements or rights to use water (“water rights”),
has resulted in the development of water rights
markets. New water supply infrastructure projects
are increasingly difficult to implement due to high
costs and environmental restrictions. Consequently,
water rights markets are providing an important

Opportunities for private investment in water rights
markets have historically been limited. However,
the financial sector’s interest in water rights
acquisition and development has piqued in recent
years. Private equity firms that are focused on
building water right portfolios are emerging, and
water rights now comprise a significant portion
of several publicly-traded companies’ asset
holdings. In addition, private water developers are
increasingly buying water rights with plans to build
pipeline and storage infrastructure to serve thirsty
cities throughout the American West. Water rights
continue to lure new investors as markets mature,
and supply and demand fundamentals make the
need for water rights trading increasingly apparent.

Figure 1: Water Rights Price Index (WRPIx), 2002-2010
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How the WRPIx Has Performed
Most water right markets are relatively new
developments with many regions experiencing
limited and sporadic trading prior to 2002. Energy
development in the late 1990s, followed closely
by the run-up in the housing market through the
mid-2000s, sparked trading activity. As a result,
water rights markets went through a period
of price discovery as buyers and sellers began
negotiating prices with limited guidance from
historical trading information.
Prices tend to follow a consistent pattern as
trading volume increases and markets mature.
Generally, water rights trade at or near prices
that reflect water’s agricultural production value.
Prices begin at this range and then quickly rise if
urban demand pressures persist.
The WRPIx followed a similar price discovery
pattern. The index remained flat between 2002
and 2004, but began rising dramatically in 2005
and 2006, increasing to nearly 207% above 2002
levels. Expanding land development activity
and the real estate “bubble” drove this rapid
jump in water right trading, which caused the
development of water markets in many regions
throughout the west. Then in 2007, water right
prices fell as the national economy slowed.
The recession has particularly influenced the
water rights markets in Utah, Nevada, New
Mexico, Arizona and the Northern Colorado Water

Table 1: WRPIx, 2002-2010
Year

WRPIx
(points)

WRPIx

(annual
percentage
change)

2002

1000

0.00%
11.63%

urban growth-driven markets such as Nevada
and New Mexico continue to flounder, a threeyear drought in California caused water lease
prices to nearly double in that State. In addition,
strong price appreciation for native surface
water rights in Colorado’s South Platte Basin
has helped to stabilize the WRPIx during tough

2003

1116.3

2004

1173.0

5.08%

2005

2067.2

76.23%

2006

3068.6

48.44%

2007

2563.2

-16.47%

2008

2694.8

5.13%

5- year low (points)

2009

2680.9

-0.52%

5-year high (points)

2010

2511.2

-6.33%

Average Annual
Volume Traded

Since declining in 2007, the WRPIx has remained
relatively flat, and closed out 2010 hovering
around $11,200 per acre-foot. While prices in

economic times. n

Table 2: WRPIx Metrics, 2002-2010
2511.2
3068.6
914,177 AF

Average Annual Total
Dollars Traded

$317,868,190

Includes sales of water rights separate of land only.

Figure 2: Water Market
Regions Considered in
the WRPIx
The West’s expanding
water rights markets are
predominantly found in
regions experiencing rapid
population growth, water
scarcity and prolific
agriculture.

Conservancy District.

WRPIx
Construction
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The WRPIx is a composite price index constructed using well-established econometric analysis
techniques applied to WestWater’s extensive water rights transactions data. Water right price data
is drawn from the 14 most active water market regions in California, Washington, Colorado, New
Mexico, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, and Texas (see Figure 1). The WRPIx isolates the influence of time
from differences in prices across states and new uses, and weights most heavily price trends in
regions exhibiting high levels of trading. In addition, controls are implemented for varying attributes
of the transferred water rights, including proximity to urban areas and transaction size. n

A Publication of WestWater Research, LLC.
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Water Rights as an Investment
While investors are now diving headfirst into
the water rights market, objective quantitative
comparison of water rights to more traditional
alternatives has thus far been impossible. The
WRPIx facilitates more meaningful analysis of
water rights investments. Investors can use the
historic price information that the WRPIx provides to
evaluate opportunities in water rights markets, and
make informed portfolio allocation decisions. Water
rights are often billed as an alternative investment
that is uncorrelated to whims of Wall Street. Let’s
take a look at how the WRPIx has performed relative
to other traditional markets.

Table 3: WRPIx Performance Comparison
2010

8-Year

Performance

Performance

WRPIx

-6.3%

151.2%

Agricultural
Commodities

4.0%

49%

Farmland Values

1.1%

70%

S&P 500

20.2%

15.0%

Case Shiller
House Price

0.2%

7.8%

Real Estate Market
The S&P/Case-Shiller Housing Price Index is
one of the leading measures of US real estate
market performance. Since 2002, the WRPIx has
significantly outperformed the Case-Shiller index.
One emerging view by investors is that water
right prices are closely linked to the real estate
market. Water rights spiked during the 2005-2006
housing boom at the peak of the Case-Shiller Index.
However, the subsequent the decline in water right
prices has been far more moderate than in the
real estate market, indicating that the correlation
between water right prices and real estate values
is weaker than some might think. Since 2007, the
Case-Shiller Index has plummeted by nearly 55%,
while the WRPIx has dropped by only 18%.

US Stock Market
(S&P 500)
The S&P 500 is one of the most well-known US
stock market indices. It is a cap-weighted index
of 500 large, publicly-traded US companies

significantly outperformed farm commodities by
growing more than 150%. Despite this difference
in returns, there tends to be a moderate positive
correlation between water right prices and the
agricultural commodities market. The value of
water on the farm generally rises as commodity
prices increase.

Figure 3: Correlation with WRPIx, 2002-2010
Real Estate
Market
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Market
Agricultural
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Farmland
Values2
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Strong international demand for US agricultural
exports and surging commodity prices has created
a promising market for farmland investments. US
Agricultural exports in 2010 totaled $115.8 billion,
driving farmland values to recent highs. Water
right values are typically capitalized into farmland
prices, and thus there is a high correlation between
water prices and farmland value. Despite this
strong positive correlation, water right prices have
outperformed farmland values by more than double
over the past eight years, indicating that water
rights are a more volatile asset class than farmland.
Relatively high volatility in water right prices is not
surprising given the early stages of development for
most water rights markets.

representing over 80% of the US equities market.
The index provides a snapshot of overall stock
market performance. In 2002, following the stock
market downturn, the S&P 500 dropped significantly
and took almost 5 years to recover. It reached its
peak in 2007, closely followed by a 10-year low in
2009. While water right prices similarly peaked in
the mid-2000s and subsequently declined, water
right values outperformed the S&P 500 over the
2002-2010 period. In addition, the WRPIx showed a
relatively low correlation with the S&P.

Agricultural Commodities
Agricultural commodities have been a popular
investment in recent years since commodities are
widely perceived as a safe bet during economic
slowdowns. In addition, increasing oil prices and
environmental regulations have driven growth in
demand for biofuels, especially ethanol derived
from corn. While commodity prices rose by nearly
50% between 2002 and 2010, water right prices

Summary
Opportunities in water rights will grow as
supply and demand pressures necessitate
increased trading, and water markets develop.
An investment vehicle offering direct exposure
to water rights is expected to be available soon,
representing a new

Figure 4: WRPIx Performance Comparison, 2002-2010
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1) Agricultural Commodities price data from USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service. “Crop totals – index for price received, 1990-1992.” Available from www.nass.usda.gov/Statistics_by_Subject/index.php?sector=ECONOMICS.
2) Farmland value data from USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service. “Ag land, cropland – asset value, measured in $/acre.” Available from www.nass.usda.gov/Statistics_by_Subject/index.php?sector=ECONOMICS.
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Regional Water Market Outlook
Texas

New Mexico

The Canadian River Municipal Water Authority
(CRMWA) recently struck a deal with T. Boone
Pickens to buy 211,000 surface acres of water
rights for roughly $103 million in early 2011.
Mr. Pickens called the deal a “classic win-win
transaction” because it keeps the water in the
Panhandle rather than transferring it to different
areas of the state, while bringing millions into
the local economy for ranchers and landowners.
Jim Simms, CRMWA board member, says this
should ensure, “water in the Panhandle for the
next two or three hundred years.” The purchase is
undoubtedly a breath of fresh air for many water
strapped municipalities across the region. The
transaction also marks one of the largest deals in
recent history.

Utah
Water trading in many parts of Utah has been
quiet since 2008, but one local conservancy
district is developing significant new water
delivery and storage infrastructure. The Central
Utah Water Conservancy District (CUWCD) is
feverishly building a large network of pipes,
pumps, and storage tanks to move 65,000 acrefeet of water rights to southern Salt Lake County
and northern Utah County. Once completed, this
project could bring a screeching halt to water
right trading as water-stressed municipalities
spend less time buying up small water rights and
instead purchase as much water as they need
from the CUWCD.

The Middle Rio Grande Basin, once New Mexico’s
most active water market region, continues to
be hamstrung by the collapse of the real estate
market. However, several cities, including Santa
Fe and Rio Rancho, are taking advantage of the
market lull and are actively buying rights. Average
prices have declined from a market high of over
$20,000 per acre-foot in 2007 to $15,750 per
acre-foot in 2011.

Arizona
Arizona appears to be a fertile ground for several
new water investment funds that have voraciously
competed for a share of Arizona’s burgeoning
water market. These funds are deploying capital
by aggregating water assets in a market where
ownership is highly fragmented. For example,
Vidler Water Company, a water development
company and a division of the publicly traded
PICO Holdings (NSDAQ: PICO), has made several
recent moves to expand its holdings in Arizona. In
2011, the company purchased one of the largest
privately owned portfolios of long-term storage
credits in the Phoenix market for $13.3 million,
and has made repeated attempts to dump its
Harquahala Valley assets. Federal and state
agencies have also weighed in with some limited
buying that is likely to grow in the coming years.
Water right prices have remained strong since
2002 despite Arizona being ground zero for the
real estate market collapse.

Colorado
The market for Colorado-Big Thompson (C-BT)
Project units, one of the oldest and most active
in the US, was one of the hardest-hit markets by
the economic downturn. Declining C-BT prices
may have been one of the early predictors of the
impending burst of the housing bubble. Prices
peaked in early 2003 at over $12,400/unit and
then began sliding, reaching a market low of
$7,200/unit in 2010. However, this market is
showing early signs of recovery, with prices rising
to an average of $7,555/unit in 2011.
While the CBT market sputtered, the market for
native surface water rights on the South Platte
showed persisting growth. The total market size
over the last eight years has grown to more than
$240 million with market prices routinely posting
double-digit annual appreciation rates. Needless
to say, more than one investment fund has shown
up in this market.

California
California’s “spot market” for water continues to
be one of the largest in the US with a market size
of $65 million in 2010. Prices within this market
are responsive to current climatic conditions. A
three-year extended drought drove spot market
prices in 2009 to as high as $350 per acre-foot
per year. Despite improved water year conditions,
prices have not returned to levels seen in previous
wet years. Persistent and continued reductions
in State Water Project and Central Valley Project
water deliveries because of environmental
restrictions in the Bay-Delta have helped keep
prices high. A detailed review of California’s Spot
Market is available in the Q1-2011 issue of Water
Market Insider.

ABOUT WESTWATER RESEARCH
WestWater Research is the leading firm in the water rights industry. WestWater specializes in transaction
advisory services, water right valuations and appraisals, marketing services, water resource economics,
and investment services. Since its inception in 2001, WWR has advised clients in every western state,
including Alaska and Texas, on various water rights projects. We are forging new markets and developing
innovative solutions in the water markets. WestWater Research’s team excels at finding creative solutions
to complex water marketing issues. n
Visit us at www.waterexchange.com.
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